
The relentless demand for consumable products leaves consumer packaged 
goods (CPG) manufacturers no margin for compromise.  Quality, safety, and 
throughput are top priorities, as they drive customer trust and brand loyalty for 
the short life-cycle products in this highly competitive sector.

Unlike durable goods, CPG products are routinely replenished, including foods, beverages, 
toiletries, over-the-counter medicine, paper products, and other household goods. Production, 
packaging, and inspection occur at high speeds using complex, specialized equipment. Sustainable 
uptime, availability, and production agility are necessary to meet aggressive mass production or 
personalization objectives.

Maintenance and reliability optimization are key to maximizing efficiency and performance, yet 
skilled-labor shortages and supply chain weaknesses may challenge a CPG plant’s best efforts. 
Deep equipment expertise and the ability to predict impending failures are crucial to preventing 
the high costs and risks of unplanned downtime. A finely tuned inventory network helps to control 
replacement part costs and lead times, and to avoid fines or penalties for missed delivery windows.

CPG manufacturers also need to stay abreast of the latest health, safety, and environmental 
regulations, such as Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) or Safe Quality Food (SQF) Code. Whether 
for brick-and-mortar stores or online sales, the products must always be effective and safe for use.

ATS helps industries such as CPG manufacturing with technology-driven industrial maintenance and 
parts services while ensuring safety, high quality, and regulatory compliance. With more than three 
decades of experience, ATS provides manufacturers increased uptime, improved asset reliability, 
and reduced manufacturing costs with measurable results. Whether you need comprehensive 
or short-term support, a technical workforce with expertise in your equipment, organization and 
management of your parts storeroom, or sensor-based machine health monitoring and analytics, 
ATS will make your factory run better.
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“ATS delivered beyond expectations. They have the ability to recruit 
specific skill sets and highly technical talent.” 

- Leading CPG Manufacturer

http://www.advancedtech.com


RELIABILITY IS A CHALLENGE. WE CAN HELP.

ATS offers a variety of solutions to meet your unique 
needs, from comprehensive maintenance to more 
tailored programs that provide skilled technicians to 
supplement and support your maintenance and 
reliability goals.

Our proven value comes from the combination of our 
technically skilled workforce, established processes and 
data-driven technologies to help manufacturers meet 
their business objectives.
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THE BEST TALENT
In today’s competitive job market, we are a leading 

employer through our unique talent acquisition 
strategy that utilizes the latest tools, technologies 
and analytics to attract and hire the best talent for 

your production environment. For our highly skilled 
technicians on staff, we provide market leading 

salaries, robust benefits and additional incentives 
that are unparalleled in the industry.

A COMPETITIVE EDGE
ATS continually invests in the development of 
our technicians’ expertise through a lab-based 

curriculum and the latest technologies in electronic 
and mechanical skill sets, plus advanced training in 
CNC, PLC, and robotics. Technicians also receive 

customized training to ensure they meet the needs 
of each customer’s specific environment.

WORLD-CLASS SAFETY
At ATS, safety goes beyond our industry-

leading OSHA incident rate and regulatory 
compliance. Our Beyond Zero safety culture 

prioritizes best-in-class safety procedures and 
programs with overall employee well-being. 

SMART TECHNOLOGIES
Our technology-based approach to maintenance 
is driven by the ATS Reliability 360® Technology 
Center. It provides machine health monitoring, 

data analytics expertise and prescriptive actions 
to eliminate unplanned downtime, increase 

productivity and reduce cost.
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